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Blue Star takes great pride in celebrating its Platinum Jubilee this year, marking a long and successful 
journey of growing to become an industry leader synonymous with innovation, quality and world-class 
customer experiences, throughout several countries across the globe.

Leveraging over 7 decades of experience in building air conditioning and refrigeration solutions, 
Blue Star’s commercial refrigeration offerings are spread across a variety of applications at hotels, hostels, 
schools & universities and eateries. Each world-class solution is designed for optimum preservation and 
storage of foods and produce, ensuring freshness for longer periods. Commercial refrigeration solutions 
include, Reach-in Chillers & Freezers, Under Counter Chillers & Freezers, Modular Cold Rooms, Multi-
Deck Open Chillers, Island Freezers, Deep Freezers, Bottle Coolers.
 
Blue Star also offers the widest range of Storage Water Coolers with different choices of purification, all 
tested for superior performance in high-ambient conditions. 

Apart from every product complying with high-quality ISO standards for hygiene and sanitation, Blue Star 
manufactures multiple models under each product category to suit the requirements of customers across 
the spectrum. 
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WORLD-CLASS MANUFACTURING

Blue Star’s foray into manufacturing began in the 1940s from a small off ice in Forbes Street in Colaba, 
Mumbai. In the mid-1960s, we expanded our manufacturing base with a factory in Thane, Mumbai.

Today, Blue Star operates world-class manufacturing facilities at Dadra, Himachal Pradesh, Wada and 
Ahmedabad. With modern, state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies and equipment adhering to 
global quality standards and manufacturing processes, we have been delivering products of consistent 
quality both in India and international markets.

In all, we have a manufacturing footprint in excess of 1 lakh sq. mt. manufacturing over 300 models 
across 25 product lines.

Himachal Pradesh Wada

Wada Factory

Ahmedabad Dadra

Panel Punching Machine

QUALITY ASSURANCE

At Blue Star, we believe that quality is not just a policy but a way of 
life. We are deeply committed to delivering quality products and 
services and are constantly looking for new ways to achieve this.

We have rigorous quality checks in place for our manufacturing 
process in Commercial Refrigeration. And this is  backed by various 
certifications, registrations and compliances from internationally 
acclaimed bodies.

CERTIFICATIONS

Our  manufacturing facility at Wada, India has been awarded a Green Building Certification for being 
eco-friendly and zero polluting.

All our manufacturing facilities are also ISO 9001:2015 quality certified for the entire manufacturing 
and product output process.
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Eco-friendly refrigerant

Food grade
stainless steel unit

Odourless operation due to 
continuous air circulation

Self-closing doorsUniform cooling by
forced air circulation

Tropicalised for 
high ambient temperatures

Rounded corners 

Auto defrost

LED Light for visibility

Adjustable tray slides

Removable gasket  for
easy cleaning

FEATURES

REACH-IN CHILLERS AND FREEZERS
Easy storage meets accurate temperature control.

These products are designed and tested to deliver optimum performance in harsh Indian conditions 
like high ambient temperature, rough usage, transportation and high humidity. Designed by Italian 
experts and manufactured to strict quality and production standards, these products have been tested 
at internationally accredited labs. The Controllers used by us are from internationally acclaimed brands. 
Testing is carried out to bring out the true performance of the product from various standpoints like 
reliability, transportation conditions to be encountered, electrical � uctuations and the entire life cycle. 
The stainless steel used is of food grade quality. The inner lining is made with SS304 or SS201 both 
which makes it safe even if food accidentally comes into contact with the inner surface. These units can 
also be o� ered with the option of SS shelves.

PROFESSIONAL REFRIGERATION PRODUCTS 
Whenever you want fresh to remain fresh.

Commercial refrigeration is our forte, with over thirty years of experience backing us. We have 
understood the market over the years and are aware that customers look for tools and instruments that 
are functional, e� icient and versatile, the kind  that can help in their daily work. So we built products 
that can meet their needs with ease. By o� ering reliable, functional and diversified products and 
applications, we have won their trust and confidence over the years.
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STORAGE WATER DISPENSER - PLATINUM SERIES
Hot, Cold & Room Temperature Water

Blue Star introduces a new range of Storage Water Dispenser - Platinum Series. The � rst of its kind in India,
these dispensers come with an in-built hot water faucet. They also dispense Cold Water and Room 
Temperature Water along with the option of UV & RO+UV puri� cation. The Platinum Series is the one stop 
solution for all drinking water requirements.

Smart and ergonomical design

Cold/room temperature water

Hot water faucet with child lock

LED display

UV & RO+UV puri� cation

Faster cooling

Eco-friendly refrigerant

In-situ power saving PUF insulation

FEATURES

ild lock

inssulationn
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS
We offer the widest range of freezers to help conserve and transport frozen produce. With a wide 
range of hard top freezers, we offer solutions to any application with sizes and capacities to meet 
any and every possible need.

For storage applications which do not require display for the consumer, we offer cost-effective
hard-top freezers and bottle coolers. Hard-top freezers are economical yet rugged, reliable and 
well-suited for storage of typical general store provisions like dairy products and ready-to-cook 
packets which require freezing. For storing diverse range of products without occupying huge 
spaces, Blue Star’s Cooler-cum-Freezer is ideal. It has a 2-in-1 facility to store frozen and chilled 
products. Soft-drinks, water bottles, beer etc. need storage in heavy-duty coolers that can cool 
rapidly despite the constant opening and closing of doors, and Blue Star Bottle Coolers serve that 
application admirably.
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Visi Coolers and Visi Freezers
Our Visi Coolers and Visi Freezers are the smartest and easiest 
ways to preserve and display your products at the same time. 
The vertical storage Visi Coolers and Visi Freezers are specially 
designed to cool the products uniformly. The illuminated 
canopy can be customised to suit your branding needs. So 
while display increases product visibility, visibility increases 
sales and profits.

Display-and-Store Solutions

*LED light option available in VF375F model only.
Technical speci� cations are subject to change due to continuous product development.

Technical Specifications

Tropicalised for
harsh Indian summers

Adjustable shelves

Energy e� icient
cooling unit

Self-closing door with
locking facility

Uniform cooling 

UV-protected galvanised 
sheets for interiors and exteriors

Eco-friendly refrigerant

Clear product visibility
with re� ective glass

Back-lit canopy option
for merchandising 

FEATURES
VC125D VC175D VC225D VC275D VC325D VC555D

Gross  Capacity L 130 170 220 250 300 530

Temeprature +2°C to +8°C +2°C to +8°C +2°C to +8°C +2°C to +8°C +2°C to +8°C +2°C to +8°C

Power Supply 230V/1Ph/50Hz 230V/1Ph/50Hz 230V/1Ph/50Hz 230V/1Ph/50Hz 230V/1Ph/50Hz 230V/1Ph/50Hz

Refrigerant R600a R600a R600a R600a R600a R290

No of Doors Nos 1 1 1 1 1 2

Provision for 
Locking Available

Overall Dimen-
sions (including 
hinge, castor etc)

mm 495 x 515 x 1160 495 x 515 x 1280 535 x 520 x 1735 575 x 600 x 1705 615 x 610 x 1790 1000 x 580 x 1855

Net Weight kg 44 46 61 61 64 115

No of Shelves Nos Wire /3 Wire/4 Wire/4 Wire/4 Wire/4 Wire/4

Model Visi Cooler Visi Freezer

Description Units VC375E VC690E VC1200E VF375E

Gross  Capacity L 372 657 945 300

Temeprature +1°C to +10°C -18°C to -22°C

Power Supply 230V/1Ph/50Hz 230V/1Ph/50Hz

Refrigerant R134a R404a

No of Doors Nos 1 1 2 1

Provision for Locking Available Available

Overall Dimensions (including hinge, 
castor etc)

mm 595 x 640 x 1980 780 x 705 x 2080 1200 x 742 x 2000 595 x 640 x 1965

Net Weight kg 81 123 164 96

No of Shelves Nos 5 5 5 6
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Along with the features already listed 

earlier under Hard-top Deep Freezers,
the Glass-top Freezer o� ers low-emission 
imported glass sliding doors on the top. Their 
better insulation properties also help in 
increasing hold-time. And the easy-slide glass 
doors make it convenient for a customer to 
make a choice personally.

Glass-top Deep Freezers

Frozen foods. Attractive display.

Our Deep Freezers are also available with glass-top sliding doors. They o� er 
you economical freezing, storage and display solutions, ideal for smaller 
outlets which need both refrigeration and display. Products such as frozen 
fruits, ready-to-eat foods, ice-cream packs, etc. benefit from visibility  which 
leads to impulse purchases.

Note: Technical specifications are subject to change due to continuous product development.

Technical Specifications

Description Units GTOL110B GT200AG GT300AG GT400AG GT500AG GT300HG GT400HG GT500HG

Gross  Capacity L 110 198 303 393 502 301 402 470

Temeprature 
Range -18°C to -22°C

Power Supply 230V/1Ph/50Hz

Refrigerant R134a R290

No of Lids Nos 1 2

Glass Type Low Emissive Toughened Glass

Inner Cabinet Anodised Stucco Aluminium PP 

PUF Thickness mm 65 60

Overall Dimen-
sions (WxDxH)

mm 635x585x845 960x525x810 1005x670x889 1235x670x889 1515x670x889 1140 x 620 
x 810

1440 x 620 
x 810

1640 x 620 
x 810

Net Weight kg 33 38 55 65 73 54 61 66

No of Baskets Nos 1 1 2 4 4 2 4 4

Wheels/Legs Heavy Duty Lockable Castors
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Blue Star is known for its innovation and technological leadership and has introduced many cutting-edge 
products and solutions which o� er higher e� iciency, better performance and more reliability–factors that 
matter most to the customer, especially in the international marketplace.

We also ensure that every new solution we bring out is eco-friendly, helps to reduce global warming, 
has zero ozone depletion properties and contributes to a sustainable future. The introduction of the
eco-friendly R410a refrigerant in most of our air conditioning solutions, for example, goes a long way in 
helping the country meet its obligations to reduce the use of HFCs under the Montreal Protocol.

We now introduce eco-friendly pre-fabricated insulation panel systems in a range of profiles, thicknesses, 
and finishes. The speciality of these panels is that they are perfect for the speedy creation of cold stores of 
any size at the site due to their precise interlocking design and great insulation properties. They are also 
eco-friendly both in their material and in their manufacturing process itself. 

These new eco-friendly panel solutions can be used to create cold storages of any size, from small walk-ins 
to very large cold rooms.

The Perfect Cold Room

Cold storage is a critical piece of infrastructure for any industry. 
The quality of stored produce and raw materials depends on the
reliable and precise functioning of the cold storage. 

Our experience in creating cold storages that o� er di� erent
storage conditions in terms of temperature, humidity, fresh air,
air� ow etc. to suit di� erent industry requirements has made us 
leaders in this domain as well.

Our engineers plan and design cold rooms based on advanced 
heat load calculations using internationally acclaimed software 
and build your cold rooms with great precision.

Works for nature.
Works for you.

try. 
the

ent
air,
us 

ced 
are 

Blue Star’s Cold Storage Division’s domain expertise extends 
to a wide spectrum of industries that includes:

Agro Industry

Cold Chains

Dairy

Floriculture

Food Processing

Healthcare

Horticulture

Hotels & Restaurants

Ice Cream

Industrial Canteens

Meat Processing

Pharmaceuticals

Ripening Chambers

R & D Labs

Sea Food

ECO-FRIENDLY GREEN PANELS WITH
CYCLOPENTANE PUF INSULATION
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SUPERMARKET REFRIGERATION
Blue Star now o� ers a new, cutting-edge range of models in supermarket refrigeration. These 
new models are sustainable, practical, elegant and consumes less power due to their smart design.

Created to ensure maximum display area, the Cake Showcase comes in two designs – 
curved and squared – with an optional marble base, and technology that avoids frost 
formation.

The range of Open Chillers and Freezers is designed aesthetically as well as with the 
use of path-breaking technology for strong operations, preserving the freshness of 
foods, while maximizing display area for products stored.

The Display Counter design, that comes with a slide glass canopy, gives frozen foods 
like � sh and meat a wider display area while the food grade steel interiors preserve 
food material for lengthy periods of time. 

The uniquely designed Pyramid Chillers, with optional mirror side panels, provide 
uninterrupted cooling. 

Owing to a compact build and wall-side plug-in, Multi-deck Refrigeration Cabinets can 
be installed into any store format, existing or planned. An open design allows excellent 
viewing and easy picking for consumers, whilst maintaining long-lasting freshness at 
low energy consumption rates- making shelving easy for dairy, vegetables and fruits.
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No 85 Deepa Complex Road Geologist Layout 2nd Stage Near Kavempu Park

Srigandadakaval Nagarbhavi Bangalore -560072 

Mob: +91-7022457823 / +91-9482262253

Email :creativerefrigeration2018@gmail.com

Web:www.creativerefrigeration.com


